CHOREO ARCHIVE
your archive re-making

Henryk Terpilowski
Kyra Zhang
A performative installation explicitly created for the exhibition. The audience
is invited to interact with it. Firstly, one needs to complete a bid form provided; participants are invited to submit their bids in the silent auction without
announcing them. This auction procedure changes people’s interactions to
resemble commerce in a barter economy: people may view things that are
put for auction and place bids on them. In contrast to a conventional auction,
this one does not explicitly allude to money or any accepted currency. While
the bidder will submit the offer using the provided non-monetary funds, artists can pick anything they wish to use as the currency for the bid value of their
artwork. As the artist puts it: Measuring the equivalent value is difficult in this
case, but exchanging things is always possible.

As a visual installation artist, using a variety of unconventional materials, perhaps the most useful form of archiving is the physical presence and storage of past works. For the Choreo Archive project I retrieved and then remade a previous work and idea.I crumpled paper in
such a way that when moved and manipulated it ¡®self-creates¡¯ sculptural forms with tension and movement. This I thought would relate
to the central dance / performance theme of the project. During the workshops participants were asked to write / draw their thoughts,
feelings, ideas about the project theme onto the ¡®raw¡¯ paper. These then became distorted or even hidden by the process of crumpling
and manipulation. The resulting changes can be seen as reflective of the way artists might attempt to access and revisit their previous work
from whatever archive they use.
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Edy Ferguson

Kiera Sanderson
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Katie Kelsey

I would like to credit, Jiaying for this beautiful and important project. For
prompting me to think about my Archives. All those in the workshop on 4th November 2022, who made such insightful and rich discussion.To Canberra Dance

Katie Kelsey(née Silberstein) Community Dance Artist, Nottingham (Previ-

theatre for dancing and documenting my choreography. The students who

ously Melbourne, Iowa, Cambridge, Canberra, Birmingham, Exeter)

helped to create and danced my choreography.

Talking with Jiaying first about how the exhibition could include some of my
archives, we decided to follow the story of one dance piece, Building on Red
Earth.In the workshop we talked about the random selection of archives I had
brought to London.A folder with a collection of photographs, proofs, negative’s,
programs, thank you cards , reviews in newspaper and journals, card from audience member, Other photographs, negatives, proofs, Dance scores, teaching
notes(very small samples of those I have kept VHS video DVDs，Memory sticks

DengHanZu

Computer with the videos of dance.

It was a moving and very embarrassing but enjoyable process talking about
my work with the group, who seemed so interested and asked such rich and
thought provoking questions.
It gave me a chance to relive a little how I worked with the students, and how
beautifully they danced and worked with my material. The use of newspaper
prompted an interesting discussion in the workshop about what had happened
to the newspaper after the performance, - it was just recycled. But it would have
been interesting to have kept it.

As the fact that these materials were collected more than 30 years ago we decided time was important to what we included. In the end we decided to include
in the exhibition…

On the Wall 1) Crumpled copy Certificate for passing ballet exam - signed by Margot Fonteyn. (Silberstein was my maiden name) This was the oldest item that I had
found.
2) VHS recording of Dance - representing the older storage method, (1989)
3) Transferred to DVD in 2012, to make sure I didn’t lose it Hanging from the
ceiling
4) Photographs of a rehearsal of the first version of Building on Red Earth, performed in Cambridge in 1988, with the dance company New Moves.

For me archiving is more about leaving proof of what has been done, in a way more functional than desirable. I¡¯m not
completely giving it up nor see the necessity making efforts to do it in the most scientific and well-rounded way. In an
era like this where all sorts of tools are so accessible at hand and privacy is a highly debated issue, it is even not easy to

5) Review of Building on Red Earth in Canberra (1989)
6) Negatives representing the old style of taking many photographs and then
having proofs from the negatives, before selecting those which would be printed. (1986)
7) Programme from the Performance of Building Red Earth with the Canberra
Dance Theatre (1989)

do something publicly without leaving any trace.
Rather, I hate the idea of doing something purely for the sake of the result, though at some point of life it is just inevitable. It¡¯s like doing an internship just because you need that title on the CV to make your next job seeking slightly easier.
If I do archive, mostly keeping a record of processes is more important. On this exhibition I showed sketches of setting-up for a gig, and sloppy prototypes of zines.

8) Letter about the Music Rights for Michael Finnessy |(1989)
On the Floor
Crumpled thoughts on paper as a nod to the crumpled newspaper, in Building
on Red Earth.
A

few

photos

of

the

present

we

didn’t

include…..
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Rebecca Olarescu

Taeyun Kim & Maja Laskowska

I have a fascination with movement and time. My photography
and videography is mainly dance based, however, because I
have a high interest in people, movement and details I am also
fascinated by the fields that collide with that: fashion and portrait photography. Whenever I photograph a specific subject I

MOLKA is multidisciplinary theatre performance. Composed from archival material, collaborative writing and personal stories, MOLKA talks about the
global phenomenon of spycams and upskirting. Merging personal stories and archival material, the piece presents lives of two women, in two different
places (South Korea and London) but sharing one trauma: having been filmed against their will in a public sphere. Why are these crimes happening? In
a world of prolific gender inequality practices, can women talk about their experiences? Yes. MOLKA is about talking about it all.
As a live performer, archiving tends to be primarily that- live and also intimate as well as built on collaboration. It happens through conversations. It’s
almost an invitation: do you mind being my archive? Of course, that makes the archive evolve and it is no longer mine. I like that. I enjoy the lack of
definite ownership but at the same time knowing that I have it, seeing my name attached to it.
For this exhibition, Taeyun and I are presenting fragments of our performance titled MOLKA. Two pairs of jeans that were our costumes and a piece of
set design. Destructuring our performance in this way made me appreciate these composite elements anew. The jeans have their own story outside of

cannot ignore what surrounds it, and therefore my work tends
to be capturing more of an atmosphere, or emotions, rather
than a subject very well technically portrayed. My work is a constant act of learning how to best make use of the camera and
my style as well as my attempt to live more fully absorbed and
in gratitude of the present moment. I enjoy the fact that I have
the chance to observe so much of the world through the means
of a camera, and that my job now is to make time to be present in order to capture beauty that otherwise may not be seen.

being our costumes. The piece of set design, made out of wall tiles and plywood board has its own elaborate journey. By exhibiting fragments, we allow
ourselves to make new connections, relationships that may have a never ending quality.

‘In the Shadow of Memory’is a short shadow film study I made in
order to explore the role of shadows in dance. It was part of my
written dissertation where I argued that shadows mainly play
an aesthetic rather than an active role in dance. I tried myself
to see how I could integrate shadows into a dance/movement
based film. The result was not what I had in mind, however, by
reading about and observing shadows I started noticing their
role in the field of dance, whether in live, photo or video form. I
now not only observe shadows everywhere but also their role,
and where they could be integrated more!

Yanyi Chen
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Anani Dodji Sanouvi
Videography : Anani Dodji Sanouvi. Christiane da Cunha .
Music Composer : Anani Dodji Sanouvi
Concept : Anani Dodji Sanouvi Dramaturgie : Christiane Da

Alya Al-Kanani & Marcos vegas
Director: Marco Vargas Alya Al-Kanani
Performer: Marco Vargas Alya Al-Kanani
Music: Percussion Bastón Urfa

Cunha, Anani Dodji Sanouvi.
Choreography: Anani Dodji Sanouvi

benny yang

David Wilson Clarke
I’m a photographer of dance and performance art, but I am not a dancer or performer.
As I photograph, I often don’t know how the photographs will be used; they may be a
record of what happened for funding evidence, promotion of future events, social media
for a dance company, or a mixture of these. As I photograph, I try and represent all that
happens, within the limits of still photography, but also capture the mood of the piece.
Each frame I take may be a simple statement of fact, or a piece of art. With dance photography, I take a lot of photos, to increase the chance of a lucky shot of the dance being
clearly represented. I often ask the dancers to choose which photos to edit, as they will
choose pics that will better represent the movement and body shape they are trying to
achieve, whereas I would look for nice compositions., create refuge or fertile ground for
this wisdom to continue to grow for future generations?
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Jagoda Rogalska

Hristo Yordanov

Jiaying Gao
The dance archive now represents a potential site, resource, subject and metaphor for curation. In parallel, shifting intellectual, social,
economic, technological, and professional conditions have generated new opportunities and imperatives for engagement between curatorial practices and dance archives. However, despite the prevalence of archive-related curatorial activities taking place across a broad
range of cultural areas, the gaps between these practices – and the discursive frameworks and conditions that underpin them – remain
under-examined. Also, existing dance archives has relied on single ancient discipline-specific approaches, privileging certain definitions
and contexts. Based on the nature of the dance, the experience, ephemerality, and liveliness are difficult to grasp a feel of. The flaws of
visual culture reflect on the limitations of visual culture and try to perceive instead of just view it. Direct knowledge is most interesting in
terms of how It’s being experienced, how the movement has been experienced, how people talk about experience, and how to archive
these experiences.
How does one begin to approach and consider an archive to understand how it might be valuable and relevant in the now? How do we
realise that we can connect to another source of ourselves that is shaped by the history and culture and activity surrounding us through
learning about passion within its material remains?
How this irregular knowledge around the archive can feedback into strategies and practices which are being developed to provide
decentralised, reflexive and mobile documentation of those artworks in the museum collection.
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Laurie Taylor
Videography: Laurie M. Taylor (iPhone 13)
Performer/Artist: Laurie M. Taylor
Lagos Pepper Soup Music Video

Music/Composer: “Eba Wa Dupe” by Michael Olatuja Ft. Angelique Kidjo
Performers: Jessica Featherson, Cimone Graves, Brittany Johnson, Matia Johnson, Aliyah Sweeny, Laurie M. Taylor
Videography: Azzie Scott
Photography: Elijah Bland
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Cancer took my mother’s life. She fought cancer for two years, and within
this time, she did not enjoy a single day without tremendous fear of death.
I witnessed the process of the needle of dread poking through the fragile
surface of our lives and being left with irreparable wounds.

In Godot, I, as a performer, was trapped by four 1.8 meters high canvases
which were placed to enclose a square space. I dipped the needle into
white oil paint and poked it into the canvas, leaving dots of white colour
and holes in the middle. The dots forms numbers counting from one to the
infinite, representing the act of counting days to wait for death to come,
and gradually took up all space on the canvas.

The repetitive gesture of poking is a way of meditation, to reflect on my
memory with my mother, to put my agony and anguish down, and to archive this wounded life. Poking dots brought me back to the memory of
sitting beside her bed, holding her hand. I can feel her ice-cold hand, the
skin was as thin as paper. I guess she couldn’t feel me. I can hear the endless bi-bi, bi-bi-bi sound of the ECG tester. I thought it would never stop,
but it did. I can see her pale face. Her cheek and eye socket were sunk, her
skin was yellow, and her lips were dry. The underpainting of Goodbye is
the last picture I took of my mom using a film camera. It was the archive
of her life fading away.

lin ji
Vídeo Câmera : Jie jin
Choreography: Jie jin

Four security cameras were used on top of each canvas, recording the whole process,
emotionlessly, without a point of view. The security cameras acted as emotionless observers.
It doesn’t judge you, interact with you or interfere with you. It only records what happened
honestly. It is “god’s perspective”. The process of waiting for death is very intimate and very
personal. I don’t want an active camera and a cameraman to record all of these. It should
happen naturally and silently.
The use of security cameras is everywhere in our daily life. All of our moves, no matter on
the street or inside the buildings, are being archived. It is a passive way of recording, not
only dances but also daily acts, which could also be a kind of performance. When you think
of looking at daily actions like drinking coffee on the street through the lens of security
cameras, you are observing the world from a ruler’s perspective, an owner’s perspective,
or a god’s perspective. That could change the whole standing point of observing and being
observed.

Kiera Sanderson
All photography & videography : Madeleine Stuart-Smith
Performers : Kiera Sanderson & Hannah Alldrit
Paintings : Kiera Sanderson
Choreography & concept : Kiera Sanderson

In Godot, archiving is happening throughout the process. It was designed in the first place
to broadcast the process of poking dots to the audience outside the canvas “cube” at the
same time. It brings the audience to experience the feeling of poking and being poked
alongside me. It let the audience participate in the process of waiting for death, therefore
creating synergy.
Archiving is for everyone. It helps us understand ourselves better, not only through the
movement on the outside but also through how you archive it, you see what’s hidden there
unconsciously.
Of course, security cameras have blind spots. It is what is hidden under reality, something
we consciously hide or leave blank. Just like breaths between movements, archiving should
have breaths, so that images can be stimulated.
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Michelle Zhang
Occuptas ratectatquas dolupta id quasimus
eniendel et maximin veresci psandame nimint
quam, namus evero quodica tenect.

Malcolm Trimnell
Camera: Malcolm Trimnell
Edit: Malcolm Trimnell
Performer: Malcolm Trimnell
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Taeyun Kim & Maja Laskowska
MOLKA, Goldsmiths University

Photography:
Michal Drozd (@mihaudrops)
Camera: Lizet Chávez Prado (@mulosica)
Edit: Isaac Robertson (@isaacrobskrrtson)

Performers: Taeyun Kim (@avve_ntato) & Maja Laskowska

Yinxi Zhao

Portia Yuran Li
Saw Swee Hock Center: photographer- Adam Yudong Zhang (JEVA London).
Invited Performer: Awc Wang, Xiao Song.
Curator: Transparent Domain
There Exists Neither This Shore Nor the Other: photographer- Adam Yudong
Zhang (JEVA London). Performers: Danni Spooner, Caterina Danzico, Iris Athanasiadi, Callum Lawrence, Depi Gorgogianni, Marta Polak.
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Fire in the mountain
We created with our dear friend Eric Koziol who was very close to us and died of
COVID. More than a document used to archive our work, this film was a way to share
a story.

RODRIGO ESTEVA RAMIREZ and MIRAH KELLC MORIARTY (SF Bay Area/Yucatán)

Rodrigo and Mirah Esteva are the co-founding directors of DANCE MONKS est. 1999,
living in the San Francisco Bay Area of California in the Xučyun (Huchiun) Lisjan
Ohlone lands and in Yucatán, Mexico of the Yucatec Mayans. They founded DANCE
MONKS in 1999 while living in the mountains of Xalapa, Mexico, and Ook’ot International Dance Festival in 2020. They have dedicated their lives to interdisciplinary, experimental work that delves into the intimate and ancient relationship between body
and place. They view dance as a potent medium to rekindle our relationship with the

Rodrigo and Mirah

mythic and mend the stories that are held in our bodies and the land. Rodrigo and
Mirah are committed to making art as a way of life; a daily discipline in deep listening
and responsive action. They often collaborate with artists and change-makers whose

Fire in the Mountain (2020)

works hover on the threshold of the imaginal world, moving through the seen and
unseen. Their works ask essential questions about cultural displacement and am-

Directors: Mirah Kellc Moriarty and Rodrigo Esteva, DANCE MONKS

nesia while embracing the arts’ ability to restore soul memory. In times of forced or

Photography: Eric Koziol, Eye Lasher Films

voluntary migration, what happens to the old stories and traditions that bond people

Music: Laura Inserra, Samavesha

with the land? How can we, as artists, create refuge or fertile ground for this wisdom

Official Selection at The MilkBar #51 (SF) 2022, ODC State of Play Festival (SF) 2022, Ber-

to continue to grow for future generations?

nal Heights Outdoor Cinema (SF) 2021, Essence of Embodiment Dance on Film Festival
(Jersey City) 2021, and Festival of Latin American American Contemporary Choreographers (SF) 2020.
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The work Pajama Party, 2020 is a series of moving image, each of them last 10 seconds. Instead of storytelling, it focus on the state presented by the performer during the pandemic
in 2020. Different view point and monologue colour gives a heavy atmosphere, while the
electronic sound made by the household appliances was magnified unlimitedly. During the
long-term isolation, the familiar environment was gradually alienated by mental anxiety
into an unfamiliar jungle, lost its previous functions as a private home. The human body no
longer used these furniture, but was framed by the furniture.
Under the mental stress, curling on the floor became the starting point of another adventure which was happening at home. Movement in slow motion implied the suspension of
time. It was hard to see the hope of going forward or beyond. Thus, the exploration of the
inner part was the only way of escaping the stress. The weak noise from the clock and fridge
was distorted. No one paid attention on it through normal daily activities. However, illusion
enlarged the noise, made it become the loudest sound in this adventure. Anxiety of staying
alone shaped the visual world, but also lead the artist finding an unfamiliar world.

Shuqing Huang
Shuqin Huang 黄姝琴
Pajama Party：2020
Photograph：By self

In this world, the human body was not the ruler anymore, who used to function or control
the environment. On the contrary, human behaviors were shaped by the environment. This
work explored both how human empowered the environment, and how environment in

Shiferaw
Archive is for me..........

In other way also archive helps to remember what has been done a few years

turn affected human’s behavior. It also questioned the central position of human, no matter

before, in this case it help in both ways before & after too. Its also can be sup-

it is in the nature, among different species, or simply at home.

portive materials for coming generations in away of following the steps & tak-

For the workshop on Friday, it’ll be wonderful to talk about the way to archive performances

ing it to the further.

during lockdown in pandemic. I believe it influences how people think about theatre and
live performance, while all the forms being restricted during that period.

Something that really useful to have & put a document of on some event to
share or show it after few days, weeks, months & years as well.

Sometimes having not archive with your work activity, let you to feel deeply

I’m also interested in creating virtual space by using body language, how the movement

sad & sorry as well.

create a space. This work has already been archived as a NFT in an virtual gallery (it could be
a possible way of developing it). Inspired by Otto-Knapp’s archived performance practice
in Tate Modern, which uses audio system to represent it, I found it would be a fun thing to
talk about invisible forms of archiving performances, how the virtual space be presented.
Also, the practice I’m currently working on is about the relationship between body movement and meditation. In my work Pajama Party, I unconsciously made a slow-move status,
which explored this area a little bit. I’m always fascinated by the status that a movement
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or performance present. Thus, I would like to re think my practice from this viewpoint and
develop more through the workshop.

Siin lee
Performer: siin
video: Ruby Christian

Still images from video documentation of live performance, filmed by Ruby Christian.Series of drawings with
water, plastic, tube, shampoo and some more…, performed by Siin Lee, live performance on April 2022, 50 min.

They were there while mourning a moment of mobility.,a moment of reaching, falling, relying on them to resist
them.a moment of drawing, a moment of lines that breathe.

Three words, a sentence written in three images.awaiting to be read, be exhaled, be danced.Olestinis expero esti
cor sintia ne maxim repudaecte vendustibus aut il magnist, sinvel et rest, voluptur apero es con porepud isciasp
ediori volute id qui ute omnis simus doluptatur ariassum, eatus eum faccae. Porectus, ommolesti dollent, te
vende vel iur? Qui aut rehene restempernam conseriae omnis ipsum nulparis que officabor alignam restis utem

Shuyi Gao

venis dolore voluptate magnihil.

Archiving is integral for me to reflect on my art creation process and my work presentation. It will help me look at what parts of my creative
process need to be improved and what methods I should experiment with in my artistic practice again. The archive is an opportunity for
people who did not see my live performances to see them again.
The archive is also a kind of material for artists to use. It can be reused in the creation of new work. So, I believe it is important for artists to
be conscious of archiving their work, but at the same time, we need to balance the relationship between archiving and art creation.
Archival dance is certainly possible and necessary, although I only have a little experience creating dance. This process will give artists from
diverse fields ideas on how to work with dancers and give the public a different perspective on various dance genres. And also, In a dance
exhibition, I am interested in seeing the interaction between dance and diverse art forms.
I need to learn how to define a perfect archive. But for the artist, the archive is important and often ignored in the creative process. The
artists themselves should be more diligent about the creation and documentation of their art archives and maintain active and effective
communication with those involved in them during the archiving process.
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Sumi Xiaomei Cheng

Song Qiao
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Company: Exit Map
Project: Moving On
Exhibit: Archive
Created by: the directors of Exit Map: Laura Doehler, Tania Soubry and
Anne-Gaelle Thiriot and collaborator Alice Labant.
Supported by: Siobhan Dance Studio Archive Grant
Digital design: Louis James
Online link: https://movingon.neocities.org/index.html
Synopsis: The Archive documents processes of the project Moving On that
took place in the UK and across Europe for the past 2 years through interviews, timeline, audio guides and visual tools such as graphs and photographs.
Trailer of Moving On:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTo1WNVOuwk&ab_channel=LauraDoehler

Exit Map
Laura’s practice with Exit Map, is to keep moving on, to make time and space
to engage with what is around and inside of us, to come back to and deepen
a state of presence with others and environment. With Moving On, Openly
Spaced Out and the Shared Practice formats are available for dancers and
the public alike to perceive, as practitioners and witnesses, an inherent mobility as we negotiate physical, social and environmental connectivity.

Artist Archive will allow Exit Map to share the evolution of and ideas behind
Moving On, an audio project and somatic movement practice that Laura
initiated to support her teaching during lockdown. In this community run
practice, dancers and local community came and moved together, evoking
and reaffirming connections – socially, bodily and to the environment – for
a renewed sense of togetherness.

Tomo Sone

Image credits: Laura Doehler

Photo with white back by Jun Rusek (Gdansk), Poland
Photos with black back by Yoshikazu Inoue (Kyoto, Japan)
Video by Sou Matsuzawa
Choreography, Performance, Set, Costume, Sound design: Tomo Sone
Dramaturgy: Avidan Ben giat
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Thoughts of dance archive

Dance is a highly site-dependent art form that moves and passes between body, space
and time. When the visual machine is embedded and the performing arts are archived,
the scene is retained forever in the mode of visual carrier, its dynamic time is either static
or copied.
Although archived live art is not a native digital medium for visual art, liquid crystal molecules perched on any material or medium are reinterpreting its digital materiality.

Statement
The work assumes that the nerve cells and nerve tissue in the human body symbolize
the existence of the potential personality. With the awakening, expansion and release
of self-consciousness, the nerve structure inside the body is visualized as the limb end
outside the body through output and transformation, symbolizing the formation of the
personality mask.
Humanoid sculpture and Butoh as a combination of elements, like a mask symbol. These
“newborn” limbs are enlarged and extended from inside to outside, just like the “cells”
growing on the skin due to the influence of acquired environment. I borrowed this bio-

Yujie Cao

logical concept to simulate the remodeling of personality in the way of showing tangible
structure.
Director: Yujie Cao

Dancer: Ting Hua, Yuqing Fan, Yueqin Wang
Photography: Yujie Cao
Site assistant: Ronghuan Xu, Nan Zhang
Spam r support: SANNIAOCANG Art Space
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XUYANG SU

鲜花 海滩 裂

helped me to take the photo on the beach. The movement in this photo is
a Chinese classical dance technique called the ‘backwards kick with a purple

鲜花

gold crown’, similar to the ‘Natalia Osipova’ in ballet, and the photographer

This photograph was taken in February 2022, when Jiaying Gao and I were

used a continuous shot to ensure that he captured the most beautiful mo-

performing in a show called ‘Flower&life’. This performance was created for

ment in the air in this photo.

an exhibition called Hu Xi. In this project, Jiaying and I used Chinese dance

裂

movements to show the breath of flowers. The flowers are collected from life

This photo was taken in August 2022, inside the theatre at middlesex univer-

and used in a ritual way to tell the audience about the life of the flowers in

sity in London. At the time of the photograph, my team and I were in our

dance. The audience could see the petals of the flowers falling to the floor as

final rehearsal before our performance at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, which

the dancers breathed. At the end of the performance, Jiaying and I invite the

could also be called a London audition. Our performance was called ‘Crying

audience to write their own stories about the flowers on the petals, which

of four seasons’, an attempt to use Chinese dance and Chinese poetry to illus-

record the stories of the audience and the flowers.

trate the emotional changes we experience as ‘foreigners’ in a foreign country

海滩

during the four seasons of the year, and the sadness of parting from loved

This photo was taken on the beach in Edinburgh in August 2022. My team

ones in a foreign country during an epidemic. This is a new Chinese team,

and I took our piece ‘Crying of four seasons’ to the Edinburgh fringe festival

with most of our team members coming from the Beijing Dance Academy,

in August this year, and this photo was taken at the end of the five-day show

one of the best dance universities in China. In this project, we present Chinese

when we went to craigentinny beach for our members’ birthdays and to take

dance in a new way at the Edinburgh fringe festival, hoping to communicate

a group photo as a souvenir. The photographer for this photo, Xinyuan Qi,

and learn from each other through the language of dance, both Chinese and
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Western cultures.

Duval Jefferson
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Zelia ZZ Tan

Who is Right
Performer :Zefania Ezekiel and John Maile
Camera: Zefania Ezekiel

Zefania Ezekiel

Music: Rainfall by Michael Jones & David Darling
Media artist: Cody Chow
Lighting artist: Kaki Lai
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